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Following the invention of papers by the Chinese, many people in our society now express
themselves through writing. Each book is written to be read. Having in mind that authors are
from different regions and write on different aspects, one will therefore gain much by reading.
But could reading really transform our style of life and better our future? Our work will be an
attempt to answer to this question.
Firstly, reading could be regarded as a bridge to a new life and a better future because it connects
cultures. Through reading we discover informations on different cultures of the world and hence
we could live in perfect harmony with those that surround us. Most of the conflicts and wars in
the world are caused by violation of customs. So, if each reader tries to respect what he or she
knows of other cultures, peace will certainly reign over wars in our societies and hence a better
future. From this, it is evident that reading is not only a pleasure but it is also a means of
acquiring a new life and a better tomorrow.
In addition, reading could be considered as a bridge to a new life in eradicating the ills of the
society. On great playwright has once affirmed: “A literary work is not only to show man’s
miserable nature, but it is also to sensitize him on a better future.” By reading texts, we become
aware of what really ruins our society. Knowing that writers indirectly give us solutions to these
problems, we could change our way of living for a better future. This could be done by putting
in practice things that we have learned by reading. If we could therefore read and apply, our
society will be no otherwise but better in the coming days. As a matter of fact, reading therefore
remains a road to a new life and a better tomorrow.
More to the above, reading could be seen as a way to a new life and a better tomorrow because it
enables us to have some technical and economic knowhow. With the evolution in technology, a
person verse with books will easily fit in the society. By reading, the latter will come to know
the use and importance of some inventions. His knowledge about all this will help him to
develop his country in particular and the world in general. As the economic aspect is concerned,
reading books in such domains will give birth to a good management. If our leaders could read
more and apply it, our societies will hardly suffer from economic crises. From this, it is therefore
clear that reading is the right way to a new life and a better future.
In another dimension reading could be regarded as a bridge to a new life and a better tomorrow
because it builds up people intellectually. A philosopher once declared: “A man is not measured
according to his height or age but according to his intellectual level.” This statement shows that
each country wishes to have a population which is intellectually built. The best way of having
such a nation is by making reading part and parcel of its population. The intellectuals could
therefore in their turn help leaders in taking the right decisions concerning the future of their
country. Hence it is evident that reading remains the way to a new life and a better tomorrow.
From the above analysis, we could clearly see that, from the other means put in place to
ameliorate our way of living, reading remains the best. Following the results of reading, like

connection to culture, development in technology, economy and maintenance of peace in the
world, it will be judicious for us to affirm with all certitude that reading is the bridge to a new
life and a better tomorrow. As a solution to help people to read more, the government could
provide more readers in libraries and organise competitions to test the level of reading.

